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Online Library Pdf You Of Mystery
The Palmistry To Guide Complete
When people should go to the book stores, search inauguration by shop, shelf by
shelf, it is in fact problematic. This is why we present the ebook compilations in this
website. It will unconditionally ease you to look guide Pdf You Of Mystery The
Palmistry To Guide Complete as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact want, you
can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can
be every best place within net connections. If you endeavor to download and install
the Pdf You Of Mystery The Palmistry To Guide Complete, it is completely easy then,
previously currently we extend the partner to buy and create bargains to download
and install Pdf You Of Mystery The Palmistry To Guide Complete as a result simple!

KEY=THE - DICKSON MORENO
THE MYSTERY OF PALMISTRY
Rupa Publications An ancient art with many systems of interpretation, palmistry is
a subject that has enthralled mankind for ages. In this comprehensive and easy-toread volume, P. Khurrana bestselling author and renowned exponent of astrology,
tarot, vaastu provides to the reader a guide to the art and science of palm reading.
Explore the mysteries of palmistry in this book. Understand the connections between
your past, your present and your future. Learn not only how to interpret the lines on
your own hands and those of people around you but also the ethics and methods of
the practice of palmistry

INDIAN PALMISTRY
DigiCat Palmistry, chiromancy, or palm reading is practiced worldwide with roots in
Indian astrology and gypsy fortune-telling. The goal is to assess a person's character
and elements of their life by examining the palm of their hand. This invaluable
booklet on Indian palmistry describes everything in simple and easy words with
symbols, marks, and illustrations concerning the placement of planets and their
respective mounts. The author of this work does not claim that there is anything new
in this work, but the way of translating, setting, and presenting the information is
original. It's a helpful book for beginners or those curious about palmistry.

THE PALMISTRY BIBLE
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO HAND READING
Sterling Publishing Company, Inc. Discover in this illuminating volume how you
can use palm reading for self-exploration and personal growth.
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THE ART AND SCIENCE OF HAND READING
CLASSICAL METHODS FOR SELF-DISCOVERY THROUGH PALMISTRY
Simon and Schuster A comprehensive guide to the inner psychology revealed by
the hand • Details how to interpret the entire hand--the shape of the palm and
ﬁngers, mounts, lines, ﬁngerprints, ﬂexibility, nails, and skin texture • Reveals the
personality archetypes, strengths, and weaknesses connected with each of the
seven mounts and how the rest of the hand modiﬁes these traits • Explains how
lines change and the decisive inﬂuence of the person’s own mind in healing defects
found on the lines Palmistry is a science and a universal language. The hand tells a
story about your talents, relationships, health, and how you feel about yourself. It
reveals periods of ease or challenge in your life, and it speaks about your
weaknesses and the traits you need to develop. As you change, so do your hands,
reﬂecting the progress you have made. In this comprehensive guide to hand reading,
based on Ellen Goldberg’s 40 years of teaching palmistry and the Western Mystery
tradition, the authors make the powerful insights of the hand accessible in an
inviting and user-friendly manner. The book presents the character traits and
personality archetypes associated with each of the seven mounts of the palm and
shows how to determine which are most inﬂuential in the nature of the individual.
The mount archetypes reveal the lifestyle, love,sex, and marriage preferences; the
best career choices; and the unique strengths and weaknesses for each person. The
book also examines other factors that enhance the qualities revealed by the mount
types, including the ﬂexibility of the hand, texture of the skin, and the shapes of the
ﬁngers, ﬁngertips, and nails. The meaning of each major and minor line is described
in detail as well as the inﬂuence the person’s own mind has in healing defects and
obstacles found on their lines. The authors also provide accurate timing guides for
each line, making it possible to locate speciﬁc events and to see how your lines
change over time. Presenting the hand as a guide to self-fulﬁllment, The Art and
Science of Hand Reading incorporates correspondences to other mystical sciences
such as astrology, Kabbalah, the Hermetic teachings, and archetypal psychology. It
also includes practical examples and more than 600 illustrations to show how to
integrate the meanings of each part of the hand to form a complete picture of your
inner psychology and your ever-changing destiny.

DICK'S MYSTERIES OF THE HAND, OR, PALMISTRY MADE EASY
A COMPLETE TREATISE ... ON THE ART OF DIVINING DISPOSITION
AND DESTINY BY THE CHARACTERISTIC TOKENS OF THE HAND;
BASED UPON THE WORKS OF DESBARROLLES, D'ARPENTIGNY AND DE
PARA D'HERMES
ILLUSTRATED PALMISTRY
THE SCIENCE OF THE HAND & ITS LINES
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PRACTICAL PALMISTRY
V&S Publishers First a little background about the book. The moment this book
came out in the market, it became instant bestseller. In fact, there is nothing to be
surprised about it, as the very name of Narayan Dutt Shrimali suggests mastery over
the subject, and any book on palmistry or astrology written by him deserves such
reception by readers. According to palmistry our destiny is imprinted on our palms.
The thinnest line on the palm has its own signiﬁcance - even a single thread-line is
important. Given the vast scope of the subject, this authoritative book on palmistry
contains all aspects of this ancient art with clear illustrations and completes
information in simple language. The author has given the gist of Indian as well as
western views on palmistry and has maintained the fundamental diﬀerences and
causes thereof. This practical self-learning compendium illustrates more than 240
palmistry combinations (Yog) which have been thoroughly explained. Not only the
common readers but also experts of astrology and palmistry will also be greatly
beneﬁted by this book.

THE LAWS OF SCIENTIFIC HAND READING
Health Research Books 1900 a practical treatise on the art commonly called
palmistry. with 800 illustrations from life. Some of the Contents: Basis of Our Work;
Plan of Creation; Mount Types; Life Current; General Attributes of the Lines; Pose &
Carriage of the Hands;.

INTEGRAL TAROT: DECODING THE ESSENCE
Suzanne Wagner Anyone curious about Tarot will enjoy the ease and depth of
Integral Tarot. This book uncovers the mysteries surrounding this ancient form of
divination in a way that the modern mind can understand and integrate. This
refreshing look at the well-known deck by Aleister Crowley and Lady Frieda Harris
goes deeper than many books into the revelation and exploration of the soul.
Integral Tarot allows you to not only do readings but to grow and evolve as you
journey into the mystery that is life.If you are on the search for your own inner
awareness and want to expand your mind beyond what you have previously known,
then this book is the one for you.Integral Tarot includes: In depth descriptions of the
Major Arcana into physical, emotional, and spiritual levels.Explanations of reversed
meaning of the cards.Astrological perspectives and interpretations of each
card.Famous Quotes to allow the mind to remember the meaning of cards with
humor and insight.Interpretations of the symbols illustrated on the Aleister Crowley
Tarot.Numerous spreads with which to work and explore the Tarot.Health
signiﬁcance of cards to be able to indicate and understand health related
problems.Yes/No/Maybe positions of the cards to quickly interpret an answer for the
reader.

SCORPIO RISING
Alan Annand A criminal proﬁler uses astrology, palmistry and numerology to solve
a triple murder.
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PALMISTRY
PALM READINGS IN YOUR OWN WORDS
The Cold Reading Company "One of the best, most practical guides for learning
this ancient divination technique that’s ever hit the market. THIS BOOK IS A MUST!" Craig Browning In his new book, ‘Speed Learning ~ Palm Readings In Your Own
Words’, Julian Moore teaches the basics of palmistry using proven techniques which
mean that you could be reading palms in less than 48 hours! This ebook and ten
accompanying FLASH CARDS can get you up to speed quicker than you ever thought
imaginable, while still creating your own style and being true to yourself without
having to pretend that you're a great showman or anything other than yourself.
‘Speed Learning ~ Palm Readings In Your Own Words’ shows you how to give REAL
readings that CONNECT with people. Most people who decide to learn palmistry are
easily put oﬀ when they ﬁrst pick up a palmistry book, there’s so much information
and more often than not, no clear description of even what ORDER to read the
diﬀerent elements of the hand in. This is not like those other books. It teaches you a
step-by-step way of reading people’s palms that’s almost impossible to forget, and
as it encourages you to create YOUR OWN way of describing what the lines and
ﬁngers mean, the speed of learning is greatly increased. You’re not just learning
‘parrot style’, you’re creating your OWN versions of how to talk about the meanings
of the hand, which makes them entirely memorable! REVIEWS "No hype...just plain
good! You can't go wrong if you just DO what Julian describes. I've always shied
away from palmistry because I thought the system was too complicated. Julian has
changed all that. And, the memory cues are an added bonus. It just can't get any
easier." - Nicholas "After reading Julian's book, and going through the ﬂash cards a
couple of times, I have a practical knowledge of palm reading that I didn't have 48
hours ago. My progress is clear and tangible. Today, I was able to improvise a palm
reading session with one of my regular clients, and it went very well. I'm excited!
That's why I'm writing this review, hoping that some of you also take advantage of
this beautiful tool that Julian is sharing with us." - Enrique Enriquez - member of
Kenton Knepper’s S.E.C.R.E.T. school and co-author of the groundbreaking book
‘Mind Reading’ "A very useful tool for both learning and reviewing palmistry basics.
For learning you have taken the concept of ﬂash cards and made the cue cards
much more of a memory exercise; thereby, challenging the mind to create rather
than just repeat. For the pro you have given some interesting slants on certain traits
that add further dimension and depth to a reading. The cards provide an excellent
review tool for all practicing palmists as it allows them to review traits and
characteristics that may not appear commonly in their practice." - Charles Green &
Eugene Bourgal "An excellently laid out summation of the essence of palmistry,
designed to teach you as you go along. I can certainly see how one can get this
today and start giving mini-readings tomorrow night. Better yet, learn it all easily in
a week and give real readings and be able to answer questions. This book actually
teaches easily, speedily the essence of palmistry. Nice job. I'd recommend this to
anyone starting out in the ﬁeld. Well worth the money." - Tom Jorgenson OTHER
KINDLE BOOKS IN THE SPEED LEARNING SERIES BY JULIAN MOORE Speed Learning:
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Graphology - The Art Of Handwriting Analysis Speed Learning: Cartomancy - A
Playing Card Reading Primer Speed Learning: The James Bond Cold Reading

PALMISTRY
HOW TO CHART THE LINES OF YOUR LIFE
Simon and Schuster A guide, with examples, on how to read, observe, and
interpret the language of the hands

THE NANCY DREW SLEUTH BOOK
Penguin Nancy Drew loves to share her tips for solving mysteries with the Detective
Club, a group of her friends from River Heights. Get the scoop on Nancy’s sleuthing
secrets—like what your handwriting says about your personality, how to identify
ﬁngerprints, and even how to catch a ghost! Get a clue with Nancy Drew!

IN FOCUS PALMISTRY
YOUR PERSONAL GUIDE
Wellﬂeet Press From the life line to the heart line, In Focus Palmistry gives a
comprehensive overview of what our hands are telling us. From analyzing palms,
ﬁngers, ﬁngerprints, mounts, and nails, ﬁnd the hidden strengths and weaknesses
within yourself and others. Included inside the back cover is a beautifully illustrated
18 × 24–inch wall chart that gives the key elements about palmistry in one
convenient reference. Can your hands unveil your future? Author Roberta Vernon
explores this question in the introduction. Each chapter addresses a diﬀerent aspect
of palmistry, including: looking at hands; the life line; the head line; the heart line;
the fate line; the Apollo line or sun line; marks, colors, and warts; and skin ridge
patterns. With practice, and with In Focus Palmistry in hand, you will be able to
decipher the following areas: Love and relationships Sexuality Money Business
Career Aptitudes and talents Successes and failures Parents and in-laws Children
Other people of inﬂuence Home and property matters Health Travel Pets The In
Focus series applies a modern approach to teaching the classic body, mind, and
spirit subjects. Authored by experts in their respective ﬁelds, these beginner's guides
feature smartly designed visual material that clearly illustrates key topics within
each subject. As a bonus, each book holds reference cards or a poster, held in an
envelope inside the back cover, to give you a quick, go-to guide containing the most
important information on the subject.

PALM READING FOR BEGINNERS
FIND YOUR FUTURE IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
Llewellyn Worldwide Palm reading is a lot easier than you may think. No cards, no
coins, no charts of the planets-just a hand and the knowledge in this book. Whether
your interest is serious or casual, Palm Reading for Beginners will open a world of
insight into yourself, your friends, your family, and your future! Announce in any
gathering that you read palms and you will be ﬂocked by people thrilled to show you
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their hands. When you are have ﬁnished Palm Reading for Beginners , you will be
able to look at anyone's palm (including your own) and conﬁdently and eﬀectively
tell them about their personality, love life, hidden talents, career options, prosperity,
and health.

LOVE IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
HOW TO USE PALMISTRY FOR SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIPS
Inner Traditions / Bear & Co For 4,000 years Indian practitioners of Samudrik
Shastra have interpreted palm lines for personality assessment and counseling. This
guide, illustrated with hundreds of palms and including a palm print kit, helps you do
your own readings.

RUNIC PALMISTRY
Llewellyn Worldwide "Runic Palmistry" combines standard palmistry, Norse
mythology, and the runes, using all three to understand a person and his or her path,
personality, needs and special gifts.

PRACTICAL PALMISTRY
Health Research Books 1935 Hand-Reading Made Easy - Illustrated. When this
unique work was published the introduction was written by the incomparable Adrien
Adolphe Desbarrolles, who devoted over ﬁfty years to the intricate study of palmistry
or chiromancy, as he preferred.

PALMISTRY FOR ALL
Cosimo, Inc. In Palmistry for All, world-famous palmist Cheiro shares with his
audience the secrets of reading anyone's palm. With the information in this book, he
claims that people can know one another's true character and intention-knowledge
greatly desired by many American businessmen, in particular, of his day. With
twenty-eight illustrations to assist them, readers are given everything they'll need to
formulate their own palm readings. Anyone interested in how palm readings are
done will be delighted by Cheiro's thorough explanations.Irish occultist Cheiro-aka
WILLIAM JOHN WARNER (1866-1936)-wrote a number of books, including The
Language of the Hand and When Were You Born? Among his famous followers were
Mark Twain and Oscar Wilde.

BE YOUR OWN PALM READER
THE KEY TO CHARACTER IS IN YOUR HANDS
CICO Books Heather Roan Robbins brings you an accessible and practical system of
palmistry that is easy to integrate into your daily life. Distilling decades of
experience, palmist and astrologer Heather Roan Robbins has developed a uniquely
grounded but soul-centered approach to palmistry. She teaches you how to explore
the landscape of the hand and come to know the hills and valleys of the hand’s
contours, recognize the deep rivers of the major lines, and listen to the bend of the
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ﬁngers. When you understand the shape and form of a person’s hand, you can
understand their disposition. Get a glimpse of their lines and get a clue as to how
they communicate. Understanding the hand’s topography will help you accept and
deal with yourself and others. For those who want to become a professional palmist,
Be Your Own Palm Reader lays a good foundation in an accessible and memorable
format. And for those of us who just want to know more about ourselves, this
approach to palmistry oﬀers a visual portrait of the patterns of the soul and can give
us clues on how to bring ourselves and our lives into a better balance. Because the
landscape of the hand changes over time, it reﬂects shifts in our life habits and the
consequences of our major decisions. The hand is your energy conduit to the
world—paint a beautiful future with the power of your choices now.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF PALMISTRY
Bantam Fortune telling by means of the lines of the palm. An age-old occult science.
An entertaining accomplishment to amuse you and your friends-with the promise of
a developed skill that could win you fame and money. Palmistry is all these things,
but most of all it is a guide to help you understand your destiny. . .to know yourself-and others. Once you understanding your destiny, perhaps you can control it--or
change it for the better.

THE MYSTIC TEST BOOK OR THE MAGIC OF THE CARDS
Lulu.com The publication of this work was, we might say, forced upon us by the
demand, before even a page of manuscript was prepared for the press. The demand
was caused by members of the Temple, who recognized the necessity of a printed
text book, from which they could study the meanings of the cards and their
indications under the seven planets. These brothers and sisters naturally wished to
perfect themselves in emblem reading as rapidly as possible, and they could not so
perfect themselves, without a full and complete set of tables that they could study
and refer to at will. The next trouble that arose was the question of expense, as,
aside from the printing, engraving, binding, electrotyping and matters of that kind,
the author's time was, and is now so valuable that the item far overbalances those
mentioned. It was ﬁnally decided that the most feasible plan, was to get out enough
copies to supply more than our immediate membership and to sell them to outsiders
under certain restrictions.

VEDIC PALMISTRY
HASTA REKHA SHASTRA
Singing Dragon Palmistry is an integral part of Jyotish practice (astrology) that
helps to determine an individual's physical, mental and karmic potential. A full
explanation of how to read a palm from the point of view of Vedic wisdom is
provided, with tips on how to identify and time those areas impacting on wealth,
health and longevity. This book teaches you to analyse the possible implications of
life-events as seen from the lines (Rekha) on the palm. This book also oﬀers a
number of methods to placate astrological inﬂuences via the use of yantra, mantra
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and gemstones, for example, explaining which gemstones to wear and on which
ﬁnger. This guide is a thorough introduction to the practice of Vedic palmistry for
students and practitioners of the Vedic tradition and those with a general interest in
the occult sciences of India, but also for anyone interested in what the hand can tell
them about their life potential and circumstances.

THE ART OF PALM READING
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO CHARACTER ANALYSIS AND DIVINATION
THROUGH THE ANCIENT ART OF PALMISTRY
Provides step-by-step instructions for conducting palm readings and details how to
make interpretations about a subject's character during these sessions.

THE DIVINATION HANDBOOK
THE MODERN SEER'S GUIDE TO USING TAROT, CRYSTALS,
PALMISTRY, AND MORE
Fair Winds Press The Divination Handbook is a modern seer's guide to developing
your intuitive abilities and mastering time-honored techniques used for fortunetelling and prediction. With this guide, you'll learn how to use tarot, crystals,
palmistry, and more to part the veils between the realms. Learn to understand the
deeper meaning of ordinary events—and reveal what your future may hold. Lavishly
illustrated, The Divination Handbook presents to you over a dozen oracles of the
ancients, from palm-reading and tea leaves, to fortune-telling with cards, runes, and
crystals. Step-by-step illustrations guide you through the methods, and helpful tables
and reference charts show you how to understand and decipher common psychic
symbols. Learn the stories and meanings in everyday objects—such as patterns of
tea leaves and coﬀee grounds in a cup—or delve deeper into esoteric traditions like
the tarot. With The Divination Handbook, you'll never be at a loss for answers and
guidance to your most pressing questions.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF PALMISTRY
INCLUDES SECRETS OF INDIAN THUMB READING
Llewellyn Worldwide Limited Decode the secrets of the palm with The Complete
Book f Palmistry. The ability to read palms can lead you to a better understanding of
yourself, as well as the motivations of other people. As soon s you ﬁnish the ﬁrst
chapter, you can begin reading palms with conﬁdence and expertise. Whether you
are interested in taking up palmistry professionally or just for fun, you will ﬁnd the
information in this book entertaining and easy to use. ·Assess a palm at a glance
·Determine a person's future concerning money, travel and children ·Learn the
meanings of the shape of the hand, length of ﬁngers, and other features ·Locate the
various palm lines using 117 drawings in the book ·Discover the secrets of Indian
thumb reading
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PALM READING
A LITTLE GUIDE TO LIFE'S SECRETS
Running Press Miniature Editions Noted psychic Dennis Fairchild reveals the
mysteries of a centuries-old art, showing how to interpret the lines and formations in
the hand to discover character and predict fate and fortunes.

CHEIRO'S PALMISTRY FOR ALL
A PRACTICAL WORK ON THE STUDY OF THE LINES OF THE HAND, THE
CLASSIC OF PALMISTRY
Arco Pub An illustrated guide to predicting the future and analyzing the personality
through careful study of the hand

DISCOVER YOURSELF THROUGH PALM READING
LEARNING HOW TO READ YOURSELF AND YOUR FUTURE, LINE BY
LINE
Career Press This book is about discovering inherited personality traits,
temperament, likes and dislikes, strengths and weaknesses, and abilities and talents
through the study of your hands.

KARMIC PALMISTRY
EXPLORE PAST LIVES, SOUL MATES AND KARMA
Llewellyn Worldwide Limited Readers will learn how to determine their individual
karmic cycle, discover ways to maximize the quality of their life, explore past lives,
choose a satisfying career, ﬁnd soul mates, and assure a happier future through
palm reading. 66 illustrations.

HANDS
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO PALMISTRY
Schiﬀer Pub Limited In Hands, Enid Hoﬀman takes a step beyond palmistry and
explains the signiﬁcance of the entire hand in relation to personality and the whole
body. By describing all parts of the hand, from the ﬁngernails to the wrist, Hoﬀman
teaches readers how to analyze the information the hands contain. In a step-by-step
fashion, she takes the reader over the entire terrain of the hand. As you become
familiar with each part of the hand you will learn how to use it as a road map of your
personality. Extensive illustrations provide an excellent learning tool and visual
guide.

THE HANDBOOK OF PALMISTRY
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BODY READING, ORION PLAIN AND SIMPLE
Hachette UK A practical guide on how to read body features. We all know that
hands can reveal character and destiny, but what about other parts of the body?
With this basic guide, learn how your body features can reveal health, relationship
and behaviour attributes and how to spot these in others. Divination expert, Sasha
Fenton, covers the most important aspects of body reading in 15 short, accessible
chapters. Topics covered include faces, heads, hands, eyes, teeth, nails, feet,
colours, moles and itches. Generously illustrated with line drawings and graphs, this
primer is a splendid introduction and guide to body secrets. Fun facts found here: ·
Hair reﬂects one's health and one's state of mind. · Moles suggest stomach trouble,
relationship problems or possibly an ill partner. · A high bony nose suggests failure in
business. · Downwardly sloping eyebrows suggest a lack of energy and a tendency to
whine. Based on interviews, exhaustive research and years of close observation, this
practical guide is ﬁlled with fascinating facts and insight that will be greeted eagerly
by all who are interested in a variety of divination systems.

THE ONLY ASTROLOGY BOOK YOU'LL EVER NEED
Taylor Trade Publications OVER HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD! This is the classic
guide to astrological history, legend, and practice! Readers will enjoy simple,
computer-accurate planetary tables that allow anyone born between 1900 and 2100
to pinpoint quickly their sun and moon signs, discover their ascendants, and map out
the exact positions of the planets at the time of their birth. In addition to revealing
the planets' inﬂuence on romance, health, and career, The Only Astrology Book You'll
Ever Need takes a closer look at the inner life of each sign. Celebrated astrologer
Joanna Martine Woolfolk oﬀers abundant insights on the personal relationships and
emotional needs that motivate an individual, on how others perceive astrological
types, and on dealing with the negative aspects of signs. Readers will also welcome
the inclusion of new discoveries in astronomy. Lavishly illustrated and with an
updated design, this new edition is an indispensable sourcebook for unlocking the
mysteries of the cosmos through the twenty-ﬁrst century and beyond.

THE BENHAM BOOK OF PALMISTRY
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE LAWS OF SCIENTIFIC HAND READING
New Page Books Explains how to analyze the human hand, describes what the
hand reveals about character, and discusses the nails, ﬁngers, and thumbs.

DEATH AND ITS MYSTERY ...
SPIRITS OF THE OTHERWORLD
A GRIMOIRE OF OCCULT COCKTAILS AND DRINKING RITUALS
Prestel Publishing Alcohol meets alchemy in this fun and darkly fascinating
collection of cocktail recipes to suit your every mood and whim. Astrology, tarot,
palmistry, and other spiritual arts are having a moment--and that includes the spirits
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we enjoy during cocktail hour. With this deeply researched collection of intoxicating
treats, readers will be able to mix a drink that reﬂects their interests and satisﬁes
their curiosity. Over the course of ﬁve chapters, the authors map out esoteric
philosophies that have fueled the dark arts of their times. Each recipe is presented in
a double-page spread that includes an engaging history, clear instructions, and
original photography. Curious about druids? Try the Oak and Mistletoe, reminiscent
of ancient European forests. Into voodoo? Enjoy a citrusy rum cocktail that's ﬁnished
with Peychaud's bitters from an infamous New Orleans apothecary. If vodka's your
jam try the Devil's Daughter, which pays tribute to England's most famous
prophetess, Mother Shipton. More than just a collection of recipes, this dive into the
occult tells you everything you need to stock your bar and kitchen with, while
oﬀering compelling background information on natural ingredients, botany, herbs,
and spices--all points of interests that connect the cocktail enthusiast and the
practitioner of magic. Whether you're serious about cocktails or the occult--or just
getting acquainted with either one--this ingenious blend of mixology and magic will
add a drop of mystery to every drink you make.

THE THEORY OF CELESTIAL INFLUENCE
Lulu.com Before Paulo Coelho and Eckhart Tolle came Rodney Collin. A huge 462
page book full of essential knowledge. How To Become Supernatural Man, The
Universe and Cosmic Mystery is an exploration of the universe and man's place in it.
Rodney Collin examines 20th-century scientiﬁc discoveries and traditional esoteric
teachings and concludes that the driving force behind everything is neither
procreation nor survival, but expansion of awareness. Collin sets out to reconcile the
considerable contradictions of the rational and imaginative minds and of the ways
we see the external world versus our inner selves. For readers familiar with
Gurdjieﬀ's cosmology will here ﬁnd further examinations of the systems outlined in
by Ouspensky in Search of the Miraculous.

SIGNS OF INTIMACY
A STUDY IN GENITAL READINGS
Balboa Press Genitalogy Most great civilizations cultivate honored traditions which
provide tools to help people understand themselves, each other, and an
unpredictable world. These often insightful teachings invite us to look at the stars
(Astrology), our eyes (Iridology), our hands (Palmistry), the space around us (Aurus),
magical cards (Tarot decks), Yarrow sticks (the I-Ching), tea leaves, Ouija boards,
and today's favorite, Science, to help us explain our lives - past, present, and future.
It's striking that, with rich and vast diversity, none of these traditions explore
genitalia as a key to understanding the mysteries of life, especially when it comes to
love. Why have almost all cultures ignored what is, perhaps, the most intimate part
of our own bodies - our genitals?

TINY PALMISTRY
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READ YOUR FUTURE!
Running Press Miniature Editions Read your future, add a touch of the mystical
to your home, and learn the art of palm reading with Tiny Palmistry! This kit
includes: Miniature porcelain palm (3-inch height), with key lines (love line, life line)
and mounts (Venus, Mercury) marked in metallic ink. Clear quartz crystal, for
cleansing the palm before conducting a reading. A 48-page miniature book, with a
complete introduction to the art of palm reading. A deluxe magnetic closure box.
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